Dedicated to manufacturing the finest lobster and marine life products available
Why LLS?

Self Contained Purging Tank

LLS exclusive self contained purging tank is convenient, clean, and best for lobsters as the water is fully established and lobsters are not shocked when introduced to the tank. Temperature and salinity are conducive to their natural environment. This insures a longer life and lower fatality rate resulting in less shrink

After purging, lobsters are easily transported to the tank eliminating water spills on the floor. This makes for a safer work environment.

Simply open an easily accessible valve to drain the dirty water out of the purging tank. New water is also made in this tank and introduced into the system by opening another handy valve

The answer is as clear as the water...
Lobsters live healthier (and longer!)

Lobsters sold from Lobster Life Systems tanks are tastier than any other lobster system available
Why LLS?

Built In Asset Protection

Only Lobster Life Systems tanks have a reservoir tank below. In the event of a power or pump failure all the water will immediately drop down below. Lobsters can live for hours out of water, but only 1 hour in still, non oxygenated water.

SAVE MONEY, REDUCE SHRINK

Energy Saving Evaporator Coil!
All LLS tanks have an average of 30ft or more of evaporator coil maximizing cooling. More refrigerant means less condensing unit run time which equals extended life, lower energy costs, and more dollars to the bottom line

Marine life systems available for live fish, clams and crabs

Every product is proudly made in the USA!
Why LLS?

Commitment and Support

Expert on site training and set up available. Our experienced staff will not leave the store until every staff member fully understands the advantages and maintenance required.

FREE 24/7/365 Hotline - Our systems are so "user friendly" that most issues can be solved over the phone 24 hours a day 7 days a week 365 days a year avoiding a service call. Should it be determined that a service call is needed, we will respond within 24 hours.

SAVE MONEY REDUCE SHRINK

REST ASSURED GUARANTEE
We are so confident in the quality and performance of all marine life products. We're sure you will be too! To prove it, our warranty covers the condensing unit for 5 yrs and all other parts for 1 year. Ask about our White Glove Preventative Maintenance Program which includes 1 pump replacement per year!

SAVE MONEY AND GAIN PEACE OF MIND
Supplies

Low Price Guarantee. We will beat any competitors price by at least 5%

**Marine Salt:** We manufacture over 2 million lbs of premium and commercial marine salt per year! Our formula was developed by University of Rhode Island Oceanographers and is acclaimed to be the closest blend to mimic ocean water.

**Filters:** Custom or standard sizes available. We cut and pack all our own filter media. Our low price guarantee can't be beat!

**Activated Carbon:** charcoal or plant based available. We are one of the largest manufacturers of carbon products on the East Coast. Carbon is essential to keep the water crystal clear and odor free.

**Water Test Kits**
**Hydrometers**
**Crushed Coral**

**Cleaning Tools**
**Nitrifying Bacteria**
**Rakes**

And much more!

---

**Don't Let The Name Fool You!**

LLS operates a state of the art plastic facility with CAD and CNC capabilities. Contact us for all your acrylic display needs. American built, American pride, American quality!
**ALL LLS TANKS FEATURE BUILT IN ASSET PROTECTION AND RAINTRAY FILTRATION**
Other options available. Contact your LLS Sales Rep for more information

### L-40
- 50 lb capacity
- 32W x 24L x 55.5H
- 115V 20amp 60hz
- *LED lighting optional

### L-60
- 60lb capacity
- 32W x 36L x 55.5H
- 115V 20amp 60hz
- *LED lighting optional

### L-80 Double
- 120lb capacity
- 32W x 48L x 63.5H
- 115V 20amp 60hz
- *LED lighting optional
- * Also available as single level
- 80lb capacity - 32x48x55.5

### L-90 Bullet
- 90lb capacity
- 34W x 48L x 55.5H
- 115V 20amp 60hz
- *LED lighting optional

### L-25
- 25 lb lobster capacity
- 24W x 24L x 54.5H
- 115V 20amp 60hz
- *LED lighting optional

### HP-80
- 80 lb lobster capacity
- Matches Hill Phoenix®
- 52SGC profile-2 tier
- 34W x 48L x 55.5H
- 115V 20amp 60hz
- *LED lighting optional

### PTD-120
- 120 lb lobster capacity
- Matches Hill Phoenix®
- PTD profile
- 60W x 48L x 54.5H
- 115V 20amp 60hz
- *LED lighting optional

**Ask about our custom designs and live fish holding tanks!**